
World-class Escape Artist Wins Personal Battle
with Mental Illness, Suicide, HIV. Returns to
Stage.

Daniel Bauer

Daniel Bauer's Beyond Belief

Escape artist Daniel Bauer returns to
stage with revival of show Beyond Belief
featuring personal struggles and
triumphs with mental illness, suicide, and
HIV.

NEW YORK, NY, USA, March 17, 2015
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Daniel Bauer,
internationally respected escape artist
and 13-year survivor and warrior living
with HIV returns to the stage with a
revival of his heart-pounding
performance, Beyond Belief, featuring
stories of loss, survival and triumph
about moments in life that battle personal
struggles with mental illness, suicide, HIV
stigma, addiction and more. Beyond
Belief cleverly weaves the arts of magic
and death defying escape to aid in this
life-changing, miracle journey of hope.

Daniel Bauer is a world-class escape
artist whose career was derailed back in
2002 when sponsors of his anticipated
tour ALIVE learned he was HIV+. For
nearly a decade, Daniel Bauer was
prisoner to dark echoes of hate and
abandonment and is now ready to
escape back to the stage to share a story
of life that many would only believe to be
a miracle of impossibility. HX Magazine
has described Daniel Bauer as "One of
New York's Soul Piercing Performers." 

Daniel Bauer's Beyond Belief is a 90-

minute production that tells the story of Daniel's personal journey from childhood to Houdini's
successor, from testing positive for HIV, addiction, near fatal suicide attempt and combating bi-polar
disease to where he is today, a hero for thousands around the world inspiring many to overcome and
become! Beyond Belief aims to inspire people who have ever felt there is no light at the end of the
tunnel, particularly when it comes to battling many forms of stigma, that we can all over come our

http://www.einpresswire.com


fears, stand back up on our feet and live with dignity no matter our past. PositiveLite.com (Canada's
leading online magazine for HIV Awareness) describes the show as a "Magically unforgettable and
emotionally charged evening." Poz I am Radio describes Beyond Belief as "Triumphant!!"

Beyond Belief will debut on May 30, 2015 (for special previews) at the Torche Galerie, 500 Main
Street, Belmar, New Jersey before the production returns to off-Broadway New York City later during
the summer. A catered reception will follow the performance. For additional information about Daniel
Bauer's Beyond Belief please visit Daniel Bauer's website. 

Daniel Bauer continues to be internationally respected as the successor to the legendary escape
artist Harry Houdini. In addition to this upcoming production Beyond Belief, Daniel Bauer has been a
featured keynote speaker at international conferences, such as the International Conference on
HIV/AIDS and is currently presenting heart-pounding experiences of hope to high school and
university students around the world. Daniel Bauer's courage to speak out loud and return to the
stage to reclaim his lost dreams continues to be praised by people from all ages, world-wide.

Visit Daniel Bauer's online media profile for extensive reviews and additional information about his
work with high schools and universities.
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